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Related software: Mac. Free Download.Q: Is there an alternative to the Exchange Guest account that is used by the OS? My
university uses the exchange email (not hotmail or Gmail) for students. But sometimes when I send emails to the address on

campus email, it bounces back and says "guest not verified". I found a possible solution but am curious if there are any better
options. Create a guest email and verify that email with your main email on campus. (Duh, right?) Then find a non-bounced

email, verify it with your main email on campus, and send the email from there. Does this seem like a good solution? I'm not a
big fan of the "Duh" part, but it seems like a really complicated work around. A: There are three ways to handle this: Try to

change your password and see if it helps. Use different account for external email. Use separate account for external email. The
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